DATE: May 5, 2010

TITLE: All Pelican-Hardigg™ Rackmount Cases To Receive Upgraded Latches

PRODUCTS AFFECTED*: Classic DE Cases
*Super MAC, MAC Rack, extended mid Classic DE Cases already have this latch integrated

DETAILS:

Starting July 1st, all Pelican-Hardigg Rackmount models will come standard with HCB large wing spring loaded, twist latches as an update and upgrade.

They are replacing the smaller wing “yellow zinc” plated twist latches.

Benefits of the large wing high strength cobalt black catches are:

- User-friendly large wings for easier case access
- Increased corrosion resistance performance. Plated IAW ASTM B 840 class 1, grade 2, 400-500 hrs of salt fog resistance
- Latches are rated up to a 500 lb. work load

Small wing catches in optional finishes will still be made available for programs as needed by special request (may require longer lead time).